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CSIRO’s herpes virus ‘ready for release’ to eradicate carp

The scourge of Australia’s rivers, the European carp, may soon be eradicated from
our inland waterways if Australian scientists, farmers and environmentalists win
political and community support to release a uniquely targeted herpes virus to
control the introduced pest.

After eight years of laboratory testing, the CSIRO is convinced the carp-specific virus, if
released into the wild, will kill only the invasive and damaging European carp and no
other Australian fish species, native or introduced.

The killer koi herpes virus, spread by infected carp touching each other and in
surrounding water, cannot infect any other form of life, including humans, birds, animals
or crustaceans such as yabbies than might feed on the dead or diseased carp bodies.

It is estimated there are now millions, even billions, of carp clogging Australia’s major
river systems since their introduction from Asia decades ago, causing waterways to
become muddy and eroded, and half the native fish species in the Murray-Darling Basin,
such as Murray cod, yellowbelly and bony bream, to be classed vulnerable or threatened
with extinction.

European carp, often called the “rabbits of the rivers” for the speed at which they
multiply and environmental degradation they cause, now make up an astounding 80 per
cent of all fish biomass living in the vast and critical Murray-Darling Basin river, creek
and wetland system.

Frustrated Murray Bridge, Adelaide, recreational fisherman Lynton Dalton yesterday
caught eight inedible carp in three hours, and said his usual ratio was at least 25 carp
caught for the glimpse of one small yellowbelly. “They’re a useless pest and they’re
killing our native fish; anything that can be done to get rid of them would be an excellent
idea and great for fishing in the future, ” Mr Dalton said.

Stringent CSIRO testing at the high-security Australian Animal Health Laboratories near
Geelong suggests that introduction of the new herpes virus imported from Indonesia into
“hot spot” carp breeding grounds in wetlands and billabongs along the badly affected
Murray-Darling river system, would kill most carp within a few months.

Ken McColl, CSIRO head researcher at AAHL’s carp control team, said it was exciting
to have the opportunity to do something useful for the nation and “really good for our

river systems.”
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river systems.”

“Most herpes viruses are very species-specific; this one has caused massive mortalities in
carp overseas and is absolutely safe around humans and all other species,” Dr McColl
said.

“We expect 70 to 80 per cent mortality in the first instance, which is huge when we are
talking that number of fish, and then we will have a one- to four-year window to do other
things like netting and genetic work to really keep the carp population under control.”

On the Murray River near Blanchetown, 270km from the mighty river’s mouth, lockman
Darren Davies spends much of his time pulling thousands of carp from special traps near
the lock wall, designed to stop the pest jumping upstream and breeding.

“They’re right through our river system; I’d love to see them gone,” says Mr Davies.

“We caught 140,000 tonne of carp at Lock 1 last year alone and I was happier to send
them off to the Charlie Carp (plant) at Deniliquin to be made into fertiliser.” An unlikely
alliance of farmer, conservation, scientific and fishing organisations has now united with
the CSIRO to push for the urgent release of the carp herpes virus next year.

The Australian Conservation Foundation, National Farmers Federation, National
Irrigators Council, Invasive Animals Council and Australian Recreational Fishing
Foundation want federal Agriculture Minister Barnaby Joyce and Environment Minister
Greg Hunt to “show leadership” and find $50 million-$100m to win community and
regulatory backing for the next step of the biological control carp strategy.

Dr McColl believes the use of biological agents such as viruses to control introduced
pests has unfairly earned a “bad rap” with the community, mainly because of high-profile
failures such as the disastrous introduction of the South American cane toad to control
scarab beetles destroying sugar cane crops.


